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Abstract The International Society for Clinical

Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) standard for

full-field electroretinography (ERG) describes a min-

imum protocol for clinical testing but encourages

additional ERG testing when appropriate. This ISCEV

extended protocol describes methods to record and

evaluate a light-adapted (LA) ERG stimulus–response

series with increasing flash strengths. The LA ERG

stimulus–response series (also referred to as the

luminance–response or intensity–response series in

the published literature) can characterise generalised

cone system function more comprehensively than the

ISCEV standard LA ERGs alone. The amplitude of

LA ERG a-waves, arising from cones and cone off-

bipolar cells, typically shows a saturating function.

The LA ERG b-wave amplitudes, which arise primar-

ily from activity of retinal bipolar cells, show an

amplitude peak followed by a nonzero plateau (the

‘‘photopic hill’’ phenomenon). This ISCEV extended

protocol specifies a stimulus–response series
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suitable to evaluate generalised dysfunction affecting

the LA retina, to aid in distinguishing between the on-

and off-responses of the cone system and to monitor

ERG changes in these characteristics. The LA ERG

stimulus–response series for a- and b-waves is

recorded to a sequence of nine flash stimuli ranging

from 0.03 to 300 cd s m-2, superimposed on a

standard background of 30 cd m-2. A shorter protocol

is also presented to measure the mid-range of the

function (the ‘‘photopic hill’’) using 5 flash stimuli.

Keywords Electroretinogram (ERG) � Clinical
standards � Full-field ERG � International society for

clinical electrophysiology of vision (ISCEV) � ISCEV
extended protocol � Stimulus–response series � Light-
adapted (LA) � Photopic hill � Retinopathy � Retinal
dystrophy

Introduction

The International Society for Clinical Electrophysiol-

ogy of Vision (ISCEV) standard for full-field elec-

troretinography (ERG) describes a minimum set of

tests but encourages the use of additional ERG

protocols for clinical ERG testing when appropriate

[1]. This extended protocol describes methods of

obtaining a stimulus–response series of light-adapted

(LA) ERG a- and b-wave amplitudes. This series has

also been called a ‘‘luminance–response’’ or an

‘‘intensity–response’’ series or the ‘‘photopic hill’’

phenomenon in many published studies. This ISCEV

extended protocol is a specialised procedure that is

well established and broadly accepted by experts in the

field. The protocol was prepared by the authors in

accordance with ISCEV procedures (http://www.

iscev.org/standards/index.html) and was approved by

the ISCEV Board of Directors on February 27, 2019.

Scope and applications

The ISCEV standard full-field ERG enables an

assessment of generalised outer and inner retinal

function relating to rod or cone systems and can help

differentiate between a wide range of retinal disorders

[2]. The addition of this extended protocol for the LA

ERG stimulus–response series may improve the

characterisation of LA retinal function, potentially

enabling detection of more subtle changes such as

early progression of disease or toxicity. For example,

the method may reveal abnormalities to weaker and/or

stronger flashes that are not evident in the standard LA

3.0 ERG and allows more comprehensive assessment

of an abnormality detected with standard ERGs [3–6].

This extended protocol is designed to provide

additional characterisation of cone system functions,

particularly in retinal disorders with dysfunction that

is post-phototransduction, or involves the inner

nuclear layer of the retina. For brief, full-field flashes,

the LA ERG a-wave stimulus–response series typi-

cally shows a saturating function [7, 8]. The b-wave

series shows a peak followed by a nonzero plateau,

also called the ‘‘photopic hill’’ [7, 9]. The reduction in

the b-wave amplitude for strong flash stimuli is

associated with a reduction in the d-wave amplitude

[10] and therefore relates to cone off-responses

[7, 8, 11]. Primate studies have shown two primary

factors underlying the ‘photopic hill’ phenomenon:

reduced on-response amplitude and a delayed and

diminished off-response for strong flash stimuli [7].

The stimulus–response series for the LA ERG

a-wave amplitude may help detect or characterise

dysfunction relating primarily to the retinal pathways

originating from the cone photoreceptors. The b-wave

amplitudes may be informative particularly in condi-

tions where cone-driven on- and off-responses are

affected differently [3, 4, 8, 11, 12]. ISCEV has also

established an extended protocol for the photopic On–

Off ERG to long duration (i.e. light onset/offset) that

may provide complementary information in such

conditions [13]. The method described here utilises a

range of brief flashes that include the ISCEV standard

LA 3.0 ERG.

Patient population

This protocol is suitable for patients of all ages able to

tolerate ganzfeld stimulation and referred for investi-

gation of possible generalised cone system dysfunc-

tion, especially those with suspected dysfunction

occurring post-phototransduction or at the level of

the inner nuclear layer.
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Technical issues

This extended protocol for the LA ERG stimulus–

response series follows the basic patient preparation

and requirements of the ISCEV standard full-field

ERG [1]. Additional considerations are outlined

below.

(a) Light stimulators Typical light sources include

light emitting diodes (LEDs) and xenon lamps.

Typical xenon lamps will not discharge at the

low voltages needed to produce weak flash

levels; calibrated attenuation systems are

required to use discharge lamps. Commercial

systems with LED-based flash can provide

accurate repeatable weak and moderate flash

stimuli but may not be capable of achieving the

strongest flash levels (see below).

(b) Range of flash strengths To define the full LA

ERG stimulus–response function for both the a-

and b-waves, the stimulation system must be

capable of delivering white flashes across a

range from sub-threshold (in the absence of

dysfunction\ 0.1 cd s m-2) to saturating flash

strengths. LA ERG b-wave saturation is typi-

cally achieved for flashes greater or equal to

100 cd s m-2; a-wave saturation requires stron-

ger flashes of 300 cd s m-2 [14, 15]. An

adequate number of flash strengths must be

used to enable appropriate interpolation.

(c) Flash duration Brief flashes within the integra-

tion time of the retinal photoreceptors (B 5 ms),

are used. These do not directly separate the on-

and off-responses of the retina. Strong flashes

that saturate LA ERGs are more readily gener-

ated for brief, than for long-duration flashes and

are less demanding for patients who may be

unable to suppress blinking during longer light

stimulation.

(d) Photopic background A rod-suppressing back-

ground is used for light adaptation and to

maintain cone system ERG selectivity during

testing. The luminance of the background

influences the LA ERG stimulus–response

function. In general, stronger backgrounds shift

the function to the right, i.e. stronger back-

grounds require stronger flash stimuli to elicit

similar ERG amplitudes and to enhance the peak

amplitude and lower the saturated plateau of the

b-wave ‘‘photopic hill’’. Stimulus–response

series recorded with different backgrounds are

not comparable [4, 8, 10].

(e) Inter-stimulus interval The ISCEV ERG stan-

dard specifies a minimum inter-stimulus inter-

val of 0.5 s for the LA 3.0 ERG but does not

specify intervals for weaker or stronger stimuli.

(f) Signal amplitude and quality Small waveforms

or responses of long peak time may be prone to

proportionately greater noise or intrusion of

blink and/or eye movement artefacts.

(g) Nomenclature In many relevant publications,

the flash stimulus strength is referred to as

‘‘luminance’’ and the LA ERG stimulus–re-

sponse function referred to as the ERG ‘‘lumi-

nance–response’’ function. Brief flash stimuli

are specified by the time-integrated luminance

which is equivalent to luminous energy per unit

solid angle per unit area or ‘‘strength’’ for

simplicity [1, 16]. The term ‘‘flash luminance’’

implies time-integrated luminance while ‘‘lu-

minance’’ or ‘‘intensity’’ alone do not correctly

quantify brief flashes, these terms are retained in

reference to published or historical data.

(h) Linear interpolation of ERG amplitudes Plotting

and linear interpolation of the amplitudes in the

stimulus–response series helps to visualise the

characteristics of the function and may provide

more reliable comparisons than those based on

individual ERG measurements. This can facil-

itate longitudinal monitoring and inter-labora-

tory comparisons. Plotting the series may

facilitate identification of inconsistencies and

outliers, particularly if the data are noisy.

(i) Ocular pigmentation There is evidence that full-

field ERG waveforms have larger amplitudes in

those with lower levels of ocular pigmentation;

the differences in amplitude associated with

pigmentation have been shown to be the greatest

for LA b-waves in some studies of the LA

stimulus–response function [5, 17].

Calibration

Stimulation and recording systems should be main-

tained and the calibration verified at regular intervals
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following the current ISCEV standard for clinical full-

field ERG and the ISCEV clinical guidelines [1, 2, 18].

Protocol specification

This protocol follows the same procedures for patient

preparation and recording that are outlined under the

clinical protocol section of the ISCEV standard for

full-field ERG [1], including mydriasis and a mini-

mum of 10-min light adaptation prior to testing. This

protocol may be used as a stand-alone method or

integrated into the ISCEV standard full-field ERG

protocol. Other specifications are listed below:

(a) Range of flash strengths This protocol specifies

the use of 8 brief (\ 5 ms) flash stimuli across a

range of at least 0.1 to 100 cd s m-2, with

option of using an additional stronger flash, to

examine a-wave saturation (Table 1). The stim-

uli differ in strength by equal logarithmic steps

with a maximum increment of 0.5 log units and

include the ISCEV ERG standard flash of

3.0 cd s m-2. Additional intermediate stimulus

increments also comply with this extended

protocol.

For efficiency and patient convenience and

comfort, a short protocol is also specified, with

five flash stimuli within the range available from

most commercial ERG systems. The short

protocol is sufficient to identify the peak of the

LA b-wave stimulus–response function (the

‘‘photopic hill’’) in a typical healthy retina.

(b) The photopic background This protocol speci-

fies a photopic background of 30 cd m-2, as for

ISCEV standard full-field ERG testing.

(c) Flash sequence and repetition rate Flash stimuli

for this protocol are presented from weak to

strong with at least 0.5 s between flashes.

(d) Response consistency Individual ERG wave-

forms should be assessed for repeatability and

inconsistent or artefactual waveforms elimi-

nated before averaging. The averaging of 3 to 10

trials for each stimulus is recommended to

reduce variability and the effects of background

noise. For weak stimuli, averaging up to 10

trials without blink or other artefact is typically

sufficient to establish whether there is a

detectable ERG.

Response evaluation

(a) ERG measurement The peaks of the ERGs are

measured according to the ISCEV standard

ERG method [1]. Specifically, a-waves are

measured from the trough to the average pre-

stimulus baseline, b-waves are measured from

the a-wave trough to the b-wave peak as shown

in Fig. 1. ERG waveforms for some stimuli may

contain poorly defined or multiple peaks. The

a-wave is the lowest trough and the b-wave is

the highest peak in the ERG waveform. To

avoid the risk or measuring spurious or artefac-

tual components, examiners should ensure that

the peaks and troughs measured are repro-

ducible and consistent with those of neighbour-

ing flash strengths.

LA stimulus–response series are illustrated in

Fig. 2 for a typical healthy adult and for a

patient with the incomplete form of congenital

Table 1 Full-field flash

stimuli for the LA ERG

stimulus–response extended

protocol

*Stimuli included in the

short protocol. Stimulus #5

is the ISCEV standard LA

3.0 ERG

**Needed to examine

a-wave saturation

# Flash strength (cd s m-2) Log flash strength (Log cd s m-2)

1 0.03 - 1.5

2 0.1 - 1.0

3* 0.3 - 0.5

4* 1.0 0.0

5* 3.0 ? 0.5

6* 10 ? 1.0

7* 30 ? 1.5

8 100 ? 2.0

9** 300 ? 2.5
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stationary night blindness (CSNB2). Note the

LA ERG series is not needed for the diagnosis of

CSNB2; data are shown to illustrate one type of

abnormality. In the typical adult, the ERG

a-waves increase with the strength of the flash

and reach saturation; b-waves increase to a

maximum for mid-range flash stimuli then are of

longer peak time and diminished for stronger

stimuli, reaching an amplitude plateau. Patients

with CSNB2 have abnormal signal

transmissions from photoreceptors to on- and

off-bipolar cells [19–21]. In the LA ERG series

illustrated, the a-wave amplitudes are similar to

typical a-waves for weak stimuli but are

prolonged for strong stimuli. In CSNB2,

b-waves are recordable only in the mid-range

due to the impaired signal transmission from

photoreceptors resulting in reduced on- and off-

bipolar cell activity.

(b) Interpolation This extended protocol specifies

plotting the averaged amplitudes from artefact-

20 ms

100 μV
b-wave

a-wave

i-wave

PhNR

Fig. 1 A typical averaged ERG recorded using a DTL electrode

is illustrated for a 3 cd s m-2 flash with standard measurements.

Peak times (solid horizontal arrows) are measured from the time

of the flash (vertical solid arrow), a-wave amplitudes from the

pre-stimulus baseline and b-waves amplitudes are measured

from the trough of the a-wave (dashed vertical arrows). The

PhNR and i-wave are illustrated for completeness but are not a

part of this extended protocol

0.075
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1.19

3.00

7.53

18.9

47.5

119

Normal Incomplete CSNB
(CSNB2)

10ms

100 μV

(cd·s·m-2)Fig. 2 LA ERG stimulus–

response series obtained

from one participant with a

healthy retina (left) and a

patient with CSNB2 (right).

The recordings were

obtained using DTL

electrodes to LED flashes on

a 30 cd m-2 background.

The strength of the flash

stimulus (cd s m-2) is

shown beside each ERG
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Fig. 3 ERG b-wave amplitudes for the LA ERG stimulus–

response series are shown for five typical young adults

(mean ± SD) with linear interpolation. The data were recorded

to an increasing flash strength in 0.4 log unit steps
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free ERG waveforms and using linear interpo-

lation. Interpolation by curve-fitting produces

parameters that can be objectively reproduced,

which may further improve intra-laboratory

comparisons. ‘‘Appendix 2’’ is a discussion of

curve fitting, which requires sufficient, good-

quality data; misleading parameters can result

from insufficient or poor-quality data. Figure 3

illustrates b-wave amplitudes for typical LA

ERG stimulus–response series with linear

interpolation.

(c) B-wave amplitude; short protocolData obtained

using the short protocol (Table 1) will typically

include the peak b-wave amplitude, but reliable

estimation of the plateau region is precluded.

Linear interpolation is recommended; a Gaus-

sian curve fitting for the short protocol is

discussed in ‘‘Appendix 2’’.

Reporting

Reports should acknowledge the ISCEV extended LA

ERG stimulus–response protocol, and the waveform

components that have been analysed must be specified

(a-waves and/or b-waves). Reports should also spec-

ify whether the full or short protocol was used and

acknowledge any departures from ISCEV standard

ERG methods and from this extended protocol.

Ocular pigmentation and high refractive errors may

influence ERG amplitudes and patients with charac-

teristics that differ from the reference data should be

Table 2 Interpolated key points for LA ERG stimulus–response series

Waveform Units Description

a-wave lV Maximal a-wave amplitude (AMAX) (note whether saturation was reached)

cd s m-2 Sensitivity (flash strength at half AMAX)

b-wave (complete protocol) lV Maximal b-wave amplitude (BMAX), i.e. the peak of the ‘‘photopic hill’’

cd s m-2 Sensitivity (flash strength at BMAX)

lV Saturated b-wave amplitude (b-wave plateau)

b-wave (brief protocol) lV BMAX, i.e. the peak of the ‘‘photopic hill’’

cd s m-2 Sensitivity (flash strength at BMAX)

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000

a-
w

av
e 

am
pl

itu
de

 (u
V)

flash luminance (cd s m-2)

Fig. 4 LA ERG stimulus–response series for the a-wave of

light-adapted ERGs from a typical healthy eye fitted with a

logistic growth function (dashed line—Eq. 1)

Fig. 5 Graphical representation of Eq. 2 with a representative

set of ERG b-wave amplitude data (open circles). Thick grey

line: Gaussian function. Thick black line: logistic growth

function. Thin line: Eq. 2, the Gaussian and logistic growth

functions, which sum to create the LA ERG stimulus–response

curve or ‘‘photopic hill’’. Reproduced with permission Hamilton

et al. [8]
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noted. Iris colour may be recorded as a good proxy for

pigmentation of the ocular fundus [22, 23]. Each

laboratory should establish or confirm typical refer-

ence values for its own equipment, recording protocols

and patient population giving attention to appropriate

sample sizes. Any technical or compliance difficulties

such as excessive eye movements or eye closure

should be noted.

Individual measures of amplitude and peak time for

a- and b-waves for the ISCEV standard LA 3.0 ERG

and for the ERG to the strongest flash stimulus used

should be reported. Interpolated amplitude parameters

for the LA ERG stimulus–response series may be

noted from linear interpolation (Fig. 3) or from curve-

fitting procedures (‘‘Appendix 2’’). For a-waves, these

include the saturated a-wave amplitude and an

estimate of the flash strength at half-maximal

B
-w

av
e 

A
m

pl
itu

de
 (μ

V
)

Fig. 6 Illustration of the inter-individual variability in photopic hill size and shape. Data are LA ERG b-wave amplitudes measured in

16 healthy adults with dilated pupils and varying levels of ocular pigmentation. Curves are best fits of Eq. 2
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amplitude (also called semi-saturation or sensitivity).

For b-waves, the interpolated peak amplitude along

with the flash luminance at the peak may be reported in

addition to the amplitude of the plateau. Themethod of

interpolation or curve fitting should be specified in the

report. Table 2 lists the interpolated values to be

reported for comprehensive characterisation. For

some clinical applications interpolation of the function

will not be possible (for example if amplitudes are

small) or may not be necessary. A qualitative

description of the stimulus–response function may

be sufficient.
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Appendix 1: Experimental procedures excluded

from this extended protocol

A literature review was performed using the Medline

search engine, for human studies that used the words

ERG and luminance–response or intensity–response

or photopic hill. The LA ERG stimulus–response

extended protocol described here excludes the

following.

1. Stimulus–response timing series. Analysis of

a-wave and b-wave peak times is restricted to

the standard and strongest flash responses. Only

the a-wave and b-wave amplitudes are considered

over the whole stimulus range.

2. LA ERG components such as the i-wave and

PhNR are not included.

3. Interpolation of ERG amplitudes by fitting of

mathematical equation(s) is not a requirement of

this extended protocol. We have included a

discussion of suitable mathematical functions in

Appendix 2.

4. This protocol specifies a single standard back-

ground and light adaptation (at least 10 min if

previously dark adapted). Series with a range of

Table 3 Curve-fitting parameters for logistic, Gaussian and photopic hill equations

Waveform Parameter symbol Units Description

a-wave VMAX lV Saturated amplitude

r cd s m-2 Sensitivity (flash strength at half VMAX)

i-wave Gi lV Peak Gaussian amplitude

l cd s m-2 Sensitivity (flash strength at the peak, Gi)

b-wave (complete protocol) Gb lV Peak amplitude Gaussian component

l cd s m-2 Sensitivity Gaussian component (flash strength at the peak, Gb)

VbMAX lV Saturated amplitude

rb cd s m-2 Sensitivity logistic component (flash strength at half VbMAX)

b-wave (short protocol) G lV Peak amplitude Gaussian component

l cd s m-2 Sensitivity Gaussian component (flash strength at the peak, G)

The ‘‘photopic hill’’ equation is the sum of a logistic growth curve and a Gaussian curve used to fit b-wave amplitudes of the extended

protocol for LA, full-field ERG stimulus–response protocol (Eq. 2)
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background strengths and with partial light adap-

tation are beyond the scope of this protocol.

5. Chromatic variations in flash stimuli are excluded

from this extended protocol, i.e. ISCEV standard

white is used.

6. Studies and techniques for modelling LA ERG

a-waves based on modelling the leading edge are

excluded from the current considerations.

Appendix 2: Curve fitting of light-adapted ERG

amplitudes

A range of software programs are available for

nonlinear curve fitting. Fitting methods such as least-

squares or bisquare weighting curve may be applied.

Although strategies and evaluation of the quality of

such nonlinear curve fitting is beyond the scope of this

appendix, users should consider measures of good-

ness-of-fit (typically expressed as the minimal residual

r-squared value or the standard deviation of the

residuals). Here we describe the mathematical

x x
x

x

xxx x

Flash strength (cd.s )

Flash strength (cd.s )

B
-w

av
e 

am
pl

itu
de

 (μ
V

)
B

-w
av

e 
am

pl
itu

de
 (μ

V
)

Fig. 7 Graphical illustrations of least-squares curve fitting with

Eq. 2 (black line). Red line: logistic growth curve; dashed green

line: Gaussian curve. Identical b-wave amplitude data are shown

for different ranges (X indicates excluded points). Equation 2

fits the full range of data well (upper left); the Gaussian curve

dominates for the range of 0.03 to 30 cd s m-2(upper right); a

spurious logistic growth curve results from fitting the short

protocol, 0.1 to 10 cd s m-2 (lower left). Note that any sub-

threshold (noise) data should be excluded from curve fitting. In

this example, LA b-waves were undetectable for flashes below

0.1 cd s m-2
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functions appropriate for fitting the amplitudes of

ERG waveforms.

Curve fitting of a-wave amplitudeA-waves are well

described by a logistic growth function [7, 8] in the

form:

V ¼ VmaxI

I þ r
; ð1Þ

where V is amplitude expressed in lV, I is time-

integrated luminance with units of cd s m-2, Vmax is

the maximum saturated amplitude (lV) and r is the

semi-saturated flash strength (the time-integrated

luminance evoking a half-maximal a-wave amplitude

in cd s m-2).

As shown in Fig. 4, light-adapted a-wave curve

fitting is generally successful with a-wave amplitude

data for the range of stimuli given in Table 1 (up to

300 cd s m-2). However, the curve is better defined

by ensuring saturation of the a-wave with the addition

of a strong flash at 1000 cd s m-2. In patients with

abnormal retinal function, such very strong flash

stimuli might be required for successful curve fitting.

The short protocol uses flashes up to 10 cd s m-2,

which does not saturate the a-wave; therefore, the

short protocol is insufficient for a-wave curve fitting.

Those using the short protocol should evaluate the

a-waves separately for each stimulus.

Curve fitting of b-wave amplitude—‘photopic hill’

protocol The stimulus–response function of the LA

b-wave amplitude is complex; curve fitting using the

sum of two equations, Gaussian and logistic, is a

method to fit the entire function. This requires

sufficient data to define the hill and plateau regions

of the curve (4). Other options include fitting selected

regions of the function, either the rising phase using a

logistic curve (5) or the hill portion of the curve using a

Gaussian curve.

The entire stimulus–response function for the LA

b-wave amplitude can be fit using the photopic hill

Eq. 2, comprising the sum of a logistic growth

function and a Gaussian function:

Vb ¼ Gb

I

l

� �ln l=Ið Þ
B2

" #
þ VbmaxI

I þ rb
ð2Þ

where Vb is b-wave amplitude (lV), I is time-

integrated luminance (cd s m-2), Gb is the maximum

amplitude of the Gaussian component (lV), B is a

measure of the width of the Gaussian component

(cd s m-2), l is the flash strength at the peak of the

Gaussian component, Gb (cd s m-2), Vmax is the

maximum saturated amplitude (lV) of the logistic

component andr is the semi-saturated time-integrated

luminance (the flash strength that evokes a half-

maximal response) for the logistic component

(cd s m-2). The fitting can be simplified by fixing

the Gaussian width, B, to a value of 1 without any

substantial change to the fitting parameters [8, 24].

Figure 5 illustrates the photopic hill curve for a

representative LA b-wave stimulus–response series,

and Fig. 6 shows additional individual examples.

Table 3 gives the parameter descriptions for Eq. 2.

Regardless of curve-fitting strategy and the soft-

ware used. Users should use caution as Eq. 2 will

result in spurious fitting if there are insufficient points

to clearly define the location of the b-wave peak and

plateau regions of the photopic hill. Either the

Gaussian function or the logistic growth function can

inappropriately dominate the fitting of Eq. 2 if ampli-

tudes from stronger flashes are excluded. Figure 7

illustrates how truncated stimulus ranges can generate

spurious fitting parameters.

For the short version of this extended protocol

(flashes from 0.3 to 30 cd s m-2), we recommend

fitting b-wave amplitudes using a Gaussian curve

without a logistic growth component. The Gaussian

curve is symmetric so the descending portion will

mirror the ascending portion; the ascending and peak

portions can be suitably estimated. It is important that

the Gaussian fitting excludes b-wave amplitudes in the

X X

Flash luminance cd.s.m-2

B-
w

av
e 

A
m

pl
itu

de
 (μ

V
)

Fig. 8 A representative illustration of curve-fitting b-wave

amplitude with a Gaussian curve (green line), which is virtually

superimposed on the fit for Eq. 2 through the full data set (red

line). It is important to exclude data points in the plateau region

of the LA stimulus–response function (red X) to avoid spurious

Gaussian fitting (grey line)
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‘plateau’ range of the stimulus–response series as this

provides a poorer fit and shifts the peak of the

Gaussian curve to the left (Fig. 8).

While curve fitting provides robust and repeat-

able analysis for ERG amplitude data, it may not be

desirable under all circumstances. In particular, for

clinical abnormalities with very small ERGs, if

normative ranges are established either with curve

fitting or by linear interpolation, illustration of ampli-

tudes in the LA ERG stimulus–response series com-

pared with the normal range is suitable rather than

attempting to fit curves through low amplitude data.
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